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ABSTRACT In the photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) from Halobacterium salinarum mutant L93A, the O-intermediate
accumulates and the cycling time is increased ;200 times. Nevertheless, under continuous illumination, the protein pumps
protons at near wild-type rates. We excited the mutant L93A in purple membrane with single or triple laser ﬂashes and
quasicontinuous illumination, (i.e., light for a few seconds) and recorded proton release and uptake, electric signals, and
absorbance changes. We found long-living, correlated, kinetic components in all three measurements, which—with exception of
the absorbance changes—had not been seen in earlier investigations. At room temperature, the O-intermediate decays to bR in
two transitions with rate constants of 350 and 1800 ms. Proton uptake from the cytoplasmic surface continues with similar
kinetics until the bR state is reestablished. An analysis of the data from quasicontinuous illumination and multiple ﬂash
excitation led to the conclusion that acceleration of the photocycle in continuous light is due to excitation of the N-component in
the fast N$O equilibrium, which is established at the beginning of the severe cycle slowdown. This conclusion was conﬁrmed
by an action spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
The light-driven proton pump, bacteriorhodopsin (bR),
occurs as crystalline patches (purple membrane (pm) in the
cell membrane of Halobacterium salinarum. Bacteriorho-
dopsin undergoes a cyclic photoreaction with a transient all-
trans to 13-cis isomerization of the retinal chromophore.
This ‘‘photocycle’’ transports one proton from the cytoplasm
to the medium, generating an outside-positive membrane
potential. In addition to the ‘‘ground state’’ bR, six main
intermediate states, labeled J, K, L, M, N, and O, char-
acterized by their absorption spectra1, have been identiﬁed
in this photocycle. Substates of the intermediates, which
are spectroscopically difﬁcult to distinguish, and rapid ther-
mal equilibria between them have been detected and/or pos-
tulated (see Chizhov et al., 1992, 1996). With better time and
spectral resolution and the use of other techniques, we can
expect to identify more substates of the main intermediates,
and use them to further explore the molecular mechanism of
this light-energy transduction. Electron and x-ray scattering,
Resonance Raman and Fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy, measurements of intramembrane currents, and muta-
tion of single amino acids have so far proved to be most
informative (for recent reviews, see Ebrey, 1993; Lanyi,
1993, 1997; Stoeckenius, 1999; Subramaniam et al., 1999;
Luecke, 2000).
In the photocycle of bR mutant L93A, high concentrations
of an O-like intermediate accumulate. This effect has been
attributed to an inhibited reisomerization of its 13-cis retinal
chromophore to the all-trans form, which causes an ;200-
fold increase of the O-decay time. Nevertheless, in constant
light, the L93A mutant pumps protons at rates comparable to
wild-type bR (WTbR). This unexpectedly high pumping rate
has been shown to be due to absorption of a second photon
by an intermediate, presumably O, which reisomerizes the
retinal and rapidly returns the molecule to the bR state
completing the cycle (Subramaniam et al., 1991, 1997, 1999;
Delaney et al., 1995; Delaney and Subramaniam, 1996).
In the course of work on the photoreactions of late
photocycle intermediates, we reinvestigated the photocycle
of L93A, and in addition to absorbance changes, measured
the electric responses for excitations with ﬂash and qua-
sicontinuous illumination, and also the timing of proton
release and uptake. We constrain analysis of our data by
assuming that the photoreaction of L93A follows essentially
the same reaction path as in WTbR, for which a good model
exists, and that only the kinetics are affected by the mutation
(see Discussion).
We found that the proton transport is completed only
in the last step of the cycle and that the ‘‘shortcut’’ caused
by the second photon originates at the N-intermediate. We
also show data suggesting the presence of two consecutive
O-intermediates. (Note 2:We use ‘‘shortcut’’ or ‘‘bypass’’ to
characterize a reaction that effectively accelerates one or
more transitions, completing the proton transport and
restoring bR, as opposed to ‘‘short circuit’’ resulting from
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illumination of the earlier intermediates, which also restores
the bR state fast but aborts the charge transport.)
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pm was prepared by standard techniques from a L93A strain originally
obtained from Dr. Subramaniam and maintained in Dr. Bogomolni’s
laboratory. Isolated pm fragments were oriented and immobilized in
polyacrylamide gels as described by De´r et al. (1985). Gel slabs measuring
1.6 3 1.6 3 0.18 cm3 were cut and soaked in 100-cm3 50 mM CaCl2
solution at pH 7.5 at least overnight, and then placed in the same solution
into the measuring cuvettes.
To excite the photocycle, we used a frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser
(Surelite I-10, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA) or an excimer laser-driven dye
laser with dyes LC5000 coumarin 307 (500 nm), LC5400 coumarin 153
(540 nm), LC5900 rhodamin 6G (580 nm), LC6100 rhodamin B (605 nm),
LC6600 sulforhodamin 101 (650 nm) (Lambda Physik EMG 101 MSC,
Go¨ttingen, Germany) and a 200-W tungsten lamp with heat and optical high
pass ﬁlter ([560 nm) for quasicontinuous illumination or interference ﬁlters,
to select monitoring beams. In some experiments, a xenon arc lamp (model
A1010, Photon Technology International, Tornesch, Germany) with band-
pass ﬁlter (transmission maximum at 536 nm, half transmissions at 490 and
605 nm) and also the 514 nm line of an argon ion laser (Stabilite 2016,
Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA) were used. The light intensity was
varied by neutral ﬁlters and measured with light meters (Alphametric
dc1010, Karl Lambrecht, Chicago, or LI-250, LI-COR, Lincoln, NE). A
homemade time generator controlled a mechanical shutter (opening and
closing time 7 ms) for quasicontinuous illumination experiments.
Platinized Pt electrodes immersed into the solution picked up the electric
signals in the ms time range, which, after appropriate ﬁltering, were
ampliﬁed by a homemade current ampliﬁer based on a Burr-Brown 3554
operational ampliﬁer, and digitized by a Thurlby DSA-524 computer-
controlled transient recorder with 1024 channels (Thurlby Electronics.,
Huntington, UK) or a LeCroy 9310 L with 10,000 channels (LeCroy,
Geneva, Switzerland).
Absorbances for the N-intermediate at 550 nm and O at 632 nm (with
a He-Ne laser D5-LHP-151, Melles Griot, Arnhem, The Netherlands) were
measured with a photomultiplier behind the sample and digitized as above.
Because of the long lifetime of this mutant, we used monitoring beams of
low intensity to minimize inﬂuence on the time courses (see Appendix Eq.
3). Repetition rates for averaging always were lower than 0.1Hz.
RESULTS
Single ﬂash illumination
The early steps in the photocycle of L93A show small
changes in kinetics of intermediates compared to WTbR, but
these seem not to affect the reaction path, at least not in the
later transitions (this was already seen by Delaney et al.
(1995) but not commented). We shall in detail consider here
only the later reactions in the millisecond–second range.
Fig. 1 A shows the electric current response to laser ﬂash
excitation of the bR state. The early large negative and
positive current components are similar to the electric signals
measured for WTbR (Keszthelyi and Ormos, 1989). From
1 ms on, we could satisfactorily ﬁt the curve with three
exponentials, but that required two slow positive compo-
nents with lifetimes of 260 and 1800 ms. (Note 3: Positive
current is deﬁned as transport of positive charge in the
direction of pumping, i.e., from the cytoplasmic to the
external side of the membrane.) The decay of O-absorbance
(dotted line in Fig. 1 B) contains similar components (see
Table1). (‘‘O’’ or ‘‘O-intermediate’’ in the context of this
paper usually means a fast N$O equilibrium, which is
shifted toward O.) The difference in the lifetimes of electric
FIGURE 1 (A) Electric response to excitation of pm from mutant L93A
oriented and immobilized in gels. (B) Solid line: time integral of the electric
signal in A representing charge transport. Dotted line: absorbance of the O
intermediate at 632 nm (data scaled). Lifetime values are given in Table 1.
Exciting light: 530 nm ﬂash of the Nd-YAG laser. Solution 50 mM CaCl2,
pH 7.5, 228C. The same conditions apply to all ﬁgures, or differences are
noted.
TABLE 1 Lifetimes of kinetic signal components for illuminated purple membrane from mutant L93A
Signal t0 t1 t2 t3
Current, ﬂash (1) 6.3 6 0.1 (1) 260 6 10 (1) 1800 6 100
Current, light off n. d. (1) 346 6 10 (1) 1670 6 410
A550 (r) 5.4 6 0.1 (d) 383 6 190 (d) 1500 6 400
A632 (r) 10 6 2 (d) 360 6 10 (d) 1800 6 100
D[H1] L93A (1) 0.75 6 0.02 () 5.5 6 0.1 (d) 1710 6 30
D[H1] WTbR (1) 0.55 6 0.01 () 3.40 6 0.01
Times are in ms. For electric signals, (1) indicates movement of positive charge in the pumping direction. Flash refers to laser ﬂash excitation, light off at end
of quasicontinuous illumination. A550 and A632 show O-absorbance measured at 550 and 632 nm. (r) and (d) indicate rise and decay. D[H1] are proton
concentration changes in the medium with (1) and () indicating release and uptake for mutant L93A and wild-type bR.
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and optical data can be attributed to limited accuracy of the
small, slow current measurements. The time integral of the
current shows that most of the total charge transport occurs
during the decay of M to N$O, but the later slow
components still account for 18% of the total charge
transport (solid line in Fig. 1 B).
The charge motions with long lifetimes suggest that
proton uptake also may continue through the O to bR tran-
sition, which is born out by experiment (Fig. 2 and Table 1).
The lifetimes for the fast components of proton release and
uptake agree well with the\1 ms and 6 ms components that
Delaney et al. (1995) reported, but these authors cut their
record at 40 ms. They attributed the slow continuing rise of
the pH, recognizable in their Fig. 1, to baseline drift and
concluded that proton translocation is completed in the
transition to N. We ﬁnd that at this point only ;40% of
released protons have been taken up again and a slower
uptake continues in parallel with the slow absorbance
changes and current decay (Fig. 2). Similar biphasic proton
uptake data were earlier found for other mutants with
a disturbed D96 environment (Dioumaev et al., 2001).
Quasicontinuous illumination
Since the key observation prompting the closer investigation
of L93A was the apparently unimpaired pumping in
continuous light, we also recorded currents and O-absor-
bance changes under several seconds-long illuminations. In
this quasicontinuous light, the current increases throughout
the range of applied light intensities (Fig. 3 A). It reaches
a maximum within the 7 ms opening time of the shutter,
overshoots, and then falls back to a ‘‘plateau’’ value. Within
the 7 ms shutter closing time, it rapidly drops to a low level.
The small remaining current represents ;1% of the plateau
value and slowly decays with two positive components of
350 and 1670 ms (Table 1).
In contrast to the time-unresolved current rise, the
O-absorbance rise is time-resolved. It becomes faster with
increasing light intensity but its amplitude saturates at
relatively low light intensities, whereas its decay time remains
constant (Fig. 3 B). Plateau values for current and absorbance
are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of light intensity. In these
measurements, we used the full spectrum of the tungsten
lamp. Orange light ([560 nm) as used by Delaney et al.
(1995) gave essentially the same results. The light intensity
dependence for the plateau ofO-absorbance is shown in Fig. 5
A, and the rate constants for its rise and decay are shown in
Fig. 6 A.
Delaney et al. (1995) found that the decay rate of ab-
sorbance at 483 nm after ﬂash excitation (10 ms at 550 nm)
increases linearly with the light intensity of orange back-
ground light ([560 nm). Fig. 6 B shows the rate constants
for O-decay (measured at 632 nm) after laser ﬂash excitation
(at 580 nm) with varying intensity orange background
illumination ([560 nm). We note that the light intensity
dependence of the rate constants of O-absorbance rise (Fig. 6
A) is similar to the rate constants of O-decay (Fig. 6 B). The
rate constants change linearly with light intensity until ;20
ru, practically until the absorbencies reach saturation. When
we compare the maximal O-absorbance for ﬂash excitation
(Fig. 5 B) with the plateau absorbencies under continuous
illumination (Fig. 5 A), we also ﬁnd a similar light intensity
dependence but of opposite sign. With light from a xenon
lamp with 536 nm band pass ﬁlter or with the 514 nm line
from an argon ion laser, the results were similar to those with
white or orange illumination: O-absorbances saturated early,
while the currents continued to increase. However, the ab-
FIGURE 2 Proton release and uptake after bR-state excitation. Solid line:
difference of the absorbances with and without pyranine. Lifetime values are
given in Table 1. Exciting light: 530 nm ﬂash of Nd-YAG laser. Monitoring
light: 450 nm. Solution: 20 mMpm suspension in 0.15MKCl, pH 7.5, 228C,
80 mM pyranine. For comparison the pyranine signal is given for wild-type
bacteriorhodopsin (dashed line).
FIGURE 3 Light intensity dependence of electric current and absorbance
signals for quasicontinuous illumination with the full spectrum of the 200 W
tungsten lamp through neutral ﬁlters. (A) Electric current. Light intensities
from top: 100, 82, 62, 50, 20, 9.7, and 5. The ampliﬁed curve shows
the average of all decays. (B) Absorbencies measured at 632 nm, from top:
100, 20, 9.7, 5, 1, 0.5 and 0.2. Light intensity 100 ¼ 1.97 3 1017 photons
cm2 s1.
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sorbance rise for the 536 nm light was slower than for orange
background light (Fig. 6 A, dashed line) and the current
higher for 514 nm laser light than for the 536 nm band (Fig.
7, A and B).
These results are unexpected and call into question the
conclusion that the cycle ‘‘shortcut’’ is due to O-excitation,
the explanation preferred by Delaney et al. (1995). Our data
suggest rather that it may originate at the N-component
appearing at the start of the cycle slowdown (Delaney et al.,
1995). The expected absorbance maximum for N should be
close to the ground-state maximum, and Fig. 8 demonstrates
that, if we subtract the calculated absorbance changes for
the ground state the time course of N- and O-absorbance
changes is the same within the limits of our measurements as
expected for a fast equilibrium.
Triple ﬂash illumination
The near coincidence of the bR- and N-spectra prevents
the use of absorbance measurements to obtain an action
spectrum for the ‘‘shortcut.’’ However, these intermediates
can be distinguished by their electric responses. We used
three consecutive 530-nm laser ﬂashes at 100-ms intervals
and recorded photocurrents (Fig. 9). (Note 4: It is obvious
that the selected experimental parameters here are not
optimal for our purpose. They were dictated by the available
equipment.) At the ﬁrst ﬂash, all molecules are in the bR
state, and the maximal possible current will result. The
second ﬂash excites effectively only the residual molecules
in the bR state and the N-component of the N$O
equilibrium. Fig. 10 A compares the shapes of the ﬁrst
signal (30.69 to correct for the molecules excited in the ﬁrst
ﬂash) with the second ﬂash signal. Fig. 10 B shows the
difference and its time integral. Rise and decay can be
FIGURE 4 Amplitudes of the plateau currents (A) and absorbencies (B) in
Fig. 3, A and B. Lines show ﬁts with Eqs. 11 and 4 from Appendix,
respectively. Light intensity 100 ¼ 1.97 3 1017 photons cm2 s1.
FIGURE 5 (A) Plateau absorbencies in orange light ([560 nm) as
a function of light intensity. (B) Amplitude ratio of the maximal O-ab-
sorbance values for ﬂash excitation with and without orange background
light, which as Eq. 6 shows, measures the residual ground state bR. Lines are
ﬁts with Eqs. 4 and 6 from Appendix, respectively. Light intensity 100 ¼
1.52 3 1017 photons cm2 s1.
FIGURE 6 (A) Rise (squares) and decay rate constants (circles) of 632
nm absorbance as a function of[560 nm background light intensity; also
shown 632 nm absorbance with 514 nm background (diamonds). (B) Rate
constants for O-decay at 632 nm after ﬂash excitation (580 nm) in
background light of[560 nm. Lines for light intensities lower than 20 ru are
ﬁts with Eq. 3, for higher ones are just to guide the eye. Light intensity 100¼
1.52 3 1017 photons cm2 s1 for[560 nm and 1.8 3 1017 photons cm2
s1 for 514 nm light.
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satisfactorily ﬁt with components of 0.371 6 0.002 ms and
1.55 6 0.04 ms, respectively. The difference is positive,
indicating charge movement in the pumping direction. This
charge transport must be due to excitation of the N-com-
ponent in the N$O equilibrium. The transported charge is
an order of magnitude smaller than that resulting from the
excitation of the residual bR, but it shows the kinetics of the
‘‘shortcut.’’ The current for the third ﬂash is higher than for
the second ﬂash due to the additional bR state generated from
N by the second ﬂash and excited by the third ﬂash.
Measuring the dependence of the relative increase on the
wavelength of the second ﬂash should then yield the action
spectrum for the state generating the ‘‘shortcut’’. Fig. 11
FIGURE 7 Dependence of the current (squares) and absorbance (open
circles) at 632 nm with (A) varying green illumination from the xenon lamp
with green ﬁlter centered at 536 nm. Light intensity 100 ¼ 2.4 3 1017
photons cm2 s1. (B) Varying illumination from the argon ion laser (514
nm). Light intensity 100¼ 1.83 1017 photons cm2 s1. Solid lines are ﬁts
of the electric current (squares) with Eq. 11, dotted lines ﬁts of the
absorbencies with Eq. 4 in Appendix.
FIGURE 8 Time dependence of absorbance at 550 nm. Curve a shows the
recorded 550 nm absorbance. Curve b, calculated bleaching of bR-state;
curve c, the difference of a and b representing absorbance of N intermediate.
Nd-YAG laser excitation. Solution: 50 mM CaCl2, pH 7.5, 278C.
FIGURE 9 Electric responses for three Nd-YAG-laser ﬂashes with 100-
ms time delays. Dotted lines are ﬁts with one exponential. The areas of the
second and third signal are 0.69 3 and 0.73 3 that of the ﬁrst.
FIGURE 10 (A) Current signal for ﬁrst ﬂash in Fig. 9 3 0.69 (solid line)
superimposed on current for second ﬂash (dots). (B) Curve a: difference of
ﬁrst ﬂash current 3 0.69 and second ﬂash current in Fig. 9, i.e., the electric
response due to the excitation of N intermediate. Curve b: the time-integral
of curve a. It was ﬁtted with two exponential components of lifetimes 0.371
(60.002) and 1.55 (60.04) ms.
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clearly shows that, as expected for N, it is indistinguishable
from the bR spectrum at the resolution obtained and its
maximum is ;50 nm below the O maximum. Additional
data and arguments for this interpretation are presented in the
companion paper that describes the photoreactions of O.
DISCUSSION
As pointed out in the Introduction, Delaney et al. (1995)
have found that retinal in the O-component of the N$O
equilibrium is still in 13-cis conﬁguration, and they con-
vincingly argued that hindered reisomerization to the all-
trans form causes the accumulation of this intermediate and
is relieved by its excitation. Since Delaney et al. had con-
cluded that proton transport is completed in the M!N tran-
sition they attributed the high proton-pumping rate of the
mutant under continuous illumination to the fast retinal
reisomerization through a second photon, probably absorbed
by the O-intermediate in N$O. For this explanation their
time-resolved pyranine absorbance measurement is crucial.
(This observation represents the only signiﬁcant difference
between their experimental results and ours. Comparing Fig.
1 C in Delaney et al. (1995) with Fig. 2 here, it appears
possible that a baseline instability indicated in their legend
caused the difference.) We have shown here that in the one-
photon cycle, net positive charge transport and proton uptake
have slow components with kinetics very similar or identical
to the slow absorbance decay of O, which is completed only
after several seconds with the reestablishment of the bR state.
Our action spectrum demonstrates that at 100 ms, signiﬁcant
amounts of N are still present and that the ‘‘shortcut’’
originates from the N- and not the O-component of the
equilibrium. The absorbance maximum at 590 nm shows that
the N$O equilibrium is shifted far to the right, and at the
time of our second ﬂash we are already slightly past the 80
ms maximum of O-absorbance, measured at 632 nm (Fig.
1 B). These facts explain the very small amount of charge
transport we observe in the photoreaction of N, whereas we
should expect that the;18% of the total charge transport and
proton uptake occurring in the thermal decay of O must also
occur in the ‘‘shortcut.’’ Continuous orange background
light, however, will ‘‘drain’’ the equilibrium via the N-com-
ponent and thus restore efﬁcient pumping. (A similar
situation has been encountered with M. At room temperature
and near neutral pH it occurs only in very low concentrations
in the photocycle and is easily overlooked, unless one
speciﬁcally searches for it. However, the inhibitory effect of
blue light on charge transport is easily demonstrated.
(Bamberg unpublished).) We interpret the small transient
in the O-absorbance with a lifetime of ;300 ms as a
transition to a second O-state with either slightly lower and/
or blue-shifted absorbance. It is further explored in the ac-
companying paper on the photoreactions of O.
We note here that photoreactions of N leading back to the
ground state via O-like intermediates have been seen in the
WTbR photocycle (e. g., Lozier et al., 1978; Va´ro´ and Lanyi,
1990; Balashov et al., 1990; Ohtani et al., 1992) and after
excitation of WT-N, Va´ro´ and Lanyi measured decay times
for an O-like intermediate in the same range that we ﬁnd in
L93A. These observations support our assumption that only
the kinetics and not the path of the proton through the protein
or the sequence of conformational changes have been
signiﬁcantly changed in the mutant.
For additional analysis of our data, we used the equations
derived in the Appendix to evaluate the plateau absorbencies
and rate constants of the O-absorbance rise in quasicontin-
uous illumination (Figs. 4–7). Fitting R and s in Eq. 4 to the
points in Figs. 4 B and 5 A (illumination with the full
spectrum of the tungsten lamp and illumination with orange
light of[560 nm, respectively) and using the rate-limiting
k0¼ 0.61 s1 of the free O-absorbance decay (Fig. 6 A) gave
us values for these parameters. The cross sections of photore-
action, s, are obtained as light intensities and we converted
them into average cross sections, s(a), using the wavelength
averages 550 nm for white and 590 nm for orange light. The
values obtained (Table 2) are comparable to the cross section
for photoreaction in WTbR.
We have also estimated the cross sections for cycling
from our data for light intensity dependence of maximal
O-amplitudes (Fig. 5 B) and from O-decay rate constants
for laser ﬂash excitation in background light (Fig. 6 B). Us-
ing Eq. 6 derived from Eq. 1 with different initial conditions,
and ﬁtting the parameters as above, we obtained the cross
sections in Table 2, row 3. The average cross sections from
the two data sets (rows 2 and 3) agree well. The cross
sections for the full spectrum (row 1) are larger because the
emission spectrum of the white light covers better the
absorption spectrum of L93A with its maximum at 540 nm.
Eq. 3 requires that the rates for the O-absorbance rise
under continuous illumination and for the O-decay in
background light should increase linearly with light intensity
FIGURE 11 Wavelength dependence of the ratio of the charge trans-
ported by the third ﬂash, relative to the charge transported by the second
ﬂash R(I), i.e., the action spectrum of the ‘‘shortcut.’’ The solid line is the
absorption spectrum of the ground state of L93A (scaled to R(I)).
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and, when extrapolated to zero light intensity, the rate of free
O-decay k0 should be obtained. The data for orange light in
Fig. 6 and similar data for white light (not shown) fulﬁll
these requirements for light intensities lower than 20 ru, i.e.,
0.5 3 1017 photons cm2 s1. Values for s(a), obtained
from these data, are also shown in Table 2. The agreement of
the average cross sections calculated from the two different
data sets validates our analysis. Here we note that the light
intensity dependence of the rate constant in Fig. 2 of the
paper of Delaney et al. (1995) is fully explained by Eq. 6 in
the Appendix. The ‘‘shortcut’’ at O, which they assumed, is
not necessary.
It may appear inconsistent using single photon equations
(Eqs. 3, 4, and 6) to describe the saturation and rate constants
of O absorption while serious deviations appear in the rate
constants from linearity at higher light intensities (Fig. 6).
Using these equations we followed the analysis of Delaney
et al. (1995). The correct description of all events including
the photocurrent should be based on equations including
double photon excitation. The observation that O saturates at
low light intensities where the rate constants increase linearly
determines an apparent ‘‘single photon’’ range. The occur-
rence of deviation from linearity (Fig. 6) and the increase of
the photocurrent indicate the region of the ‘‘double photon’’
processes.
The fast rise and decay of the electric current in Fig. 3 due
to the main current components with lifetimes of 6.3 ms
coincide with the N and O rise (see Fig. 1). The current rise at
higher light intensities overshoots and then falls back to
a photosteady state equilibrium (plateau) value. The
contribution of the two slowest components to the plateau
current is negligible but detectable after the decay of the
main component (Fig. 3).
We see in Figs. 3, 4, and 7 that the plateau current
increases more or less linearly throughout the light intensity
range, whereas the O-absorbance saturates at low light
intensities. These results, especially the continuous increase
of the current for 514 nm excitation (Fig. 7), are consistent
with the assumed acceleration of the photocycle, conﬁrming
it with a different method (Delaney et al., 1995), but the
wavelength of the second photon is much closer to the
absorbance maximum of N (or bR) than O.
Eq. 11 describes the two-photon processes and will apply
equally to N and O if they are in rapid equilibrium. Fitting
Eq. 11 to the data for the electric current in Fig. 4 and 7, we
obtained the average cross section ratios of photoreactions:
sG/sI ¼ 2.5 6 1.4 for white light (Figs. 3 and 4), 1.02 6
0.38 for the green broad band, and 0.67 6 0.53 for the 514
nm laser line (Fig. 7). (The lines in these ﬁgures are the ﬁts of
Eq. 11 to the data). Though the errors are rather large, these
data still conﬁrm our conclusion. Obviously the cross
sections are nearly equal at 514 nm. The white light and
the ﬁltered illumination from the xenon lamp contain
substantial red. For these components the average cross
section for the O intermediate should be large and the cross
section ratio should decrease contrary to the observed data.
From these ratios we also infer that the ‘‘shortcut’’
apparently originates at the N-component of the equilibrium.
The current overshoots at the onset of illumination (Fig. 3)
and the break in the rate versus light intensity curve, which
occurs when O-concentration reaches its maximum (Fig. 6),
result from the complicated cycle kinetics. When the light is
turned on, all molecules are in the bR-state, which must
produce the maximal possible current for that light intensity
within the bR to N$O transition time; which produces 80%
of the total current for one cycle turnover. However, the
N$O equilibrium for this light intensity is fast established
and the current falls slightly and stabilizes at the plateau
value. At higher intensities more bR is excited and more of
N is rapidly returned to bR and again excited increasing the
plateau current and the cycling rate. However, some will
drain via the N$O equilibrium into O-state and return to bR
thermally and also by excitation (see the next paper in this
issue) producing little additional current, but still increasing
the amount available for a second excitation of the bR-state
and the rate of current production. When the light is turned
off, fast photoconversion of N stops and all molecules, still in
the cycle, return via O to bR, causing the transient increase in
O-absorbance. The increase is only seen at the higher light
intensities, but the kinetics for the free O-decay does not
change (Fig. 3 B).
Our experimental results differ from those published by
Subramaniam and collaborators (Subramaniam et al., 1991,
1997, 1999; Delaney et al., 1995; Delaney and Subrama-
niam, 1996) in the following points: 1), Proton reuptake is
completed only in the O to bR transition. 2), A second O-like
intermediate has been detected in the decay of the O-com-
ponent, which is further explored in the following paper
(To´th-Bocona´di et al., 2003). And 3), The effect of con-
tinuous illumination and background light on the O-lifetime
is the fast reset not of O but of N by absorption of a second
photon. However, these differences do not invalidate the im-
portant conclusion of these authors, namely, that in WTbR,
TABLE 2 Average cross sections (in units of 10216 cm22) for
photocycling bacteriorhodopsin in purple membrane from
mutant L93A
Light s(a) plateau/max s(a) rise s(a) decay
White 2.4 6 0.5 1.7 6 0.1
[560 nm 1.2 6 0.2 0.9 6 0.1
Flash 580 nm 0.9 6 0.1 0.8 6 0.1
Average cross sections s(a) (for deﬁnition see Discussion) are calculated
from absorbances measured at 632 nm in light from a tungsten lamp either
with the full spectrum (white) or through 560 nm high pas ﬁlter ([560 nm).
The last row shows results from laser ﬂash excitation at 580 nm in[560
nm background light. First column presents s(a) values calculated from
plateaus for quasicontinuous illumination or maxima of absorption for ﬂash
excitation. Second column contains s(a) values calculated from rise of
absorbencies. Third column gives s(a) calculated from the decay of ﬂash
excited absorbencies.
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the contact between the 13-methyl of retinal and a terminal
methyl of Leu-93 is important for fast cis-trans retinal
isomerization and that its lack causes the slowdown in the
photocycle of L93A.
APPENDIX
In a continuous light of light intensityF photons cm2 s1, the change of the
number n (normalized to one) of photocycling molecules is described by the
following differential equation:
dn=dt ¼ sFð1 nÞ  k0n; (1)
where s is the cross section of the photoreaction and k0 the rate constant of
the rate-limiting step, in this case that of the decay of N 1 O mixture. The
solution is
nðtÞ ¼ ðsF=ðsF1 k0ÞÞð1 eðsF1k0ÞtÞ: (2)
The fraction of the cycling molecules grows as 1  exponential with rate
constant
k ¼ sF1 k0 (3)
and reaches an equilibrium
E ¼ RðsF=ðsF1 k0ÞÞ; (4)
where R is a scaling factor.
Figs. 5 and 6, panels B, contain data on the light intensity dependence of
the maximal amplitudes and of the rate constants of the decay of O for laser
ﬂash excitation. The process in background light is described by Eq. 1, too,
but with different initial condition. In background light of light intensity F
photons cm2 s1, R(sF/(sF1 k0)) molecules are already cycling, leaving
R(1  sF/(sF 1 k0)) excitable molecules. We took the time of laser
excitation as t ¼ 0 when the laser excites a fraction a of the excitable
molecules. The number of photocycling molecules is:
Nð0Þ ¼ RðsF=ðsF1 k0Þ1 að1 sF=ðsF1 k0ÞÞÞ: (5)
Then with this initial condition, the number of molecules driven by laser
in background light decays as:
NðtÞ ¼ Rað1 sF=ðsF1 k0ÞÞ eðsF1k0Þt: (6)
It is seen that Eq. 6 contains similar expressions for the variation of the rate
constant and the maximal amplitude (at t ¼ 0) as Eq. 3 and 4.
We now extend the equation for two-photon reaction. Let B0 be the
concentration of all molecules, B of those in the ground state, N and O of the
intermediates, and sG and sI the cross sections for excitation of B and N or
O, respectively. We write the equation so that sI is for N in equilibrium with
O with rates k1 and k1. The decay of O goes with rate k0. Then having
B0 ¼ B1N1O; (7)
the time dependencies of the species are
dB=dt ¼ sGFB1 k0O1sIFN (8)
dN=dt ¼ sGFB sIFN k1N1 k1O (9)
dO=dt ¼ k1N k1O k0O: (10)
It is easy to calculate the concentration of the species in equilibrium at
a given light intensity F. The current in this special case originates mainly
from the short-living M. Fig. 3 shows that the remaining long-living current
component due to N1Omixture after switching off the light is;1% of that
in light. Fig. 10 shows that the N current due to ‘‘shortcut’’ is ;20 times
smaller than the current due to the photocycle. Thus, we may take that the
current is mainly due to the M component and proportional to sGFB, i.e.,
I ¼ C3 ððsGsIF21sGFk0Þ=ðð2sG1sIÞF1 k0ÞÞ: (11)
Here C is a normalizing factor. We assumed that the rates k1 and k1 are
equal and much larger than k0.
We now discuss how the action spectrum was calculated from the triple
ﬂash experiment. Two measurements were made: 1), Double ﬂash: ﬁrst ﬂash
at t¼ 0 (area proportional to the charge F1(2)) and second ﬂash at t¼ 200 ms
((F3(2)). And 2), Triple ﬂash: ﬁrst ﬂash at t ¼ 0 (F1(3)), second ﬂash at t ¼
100 ms (F2(3)), and third ﬂash at t¼ 200 ms (F3(3)). Let B be the number of
bR molecules, sG the cross section for ground state excitation at 530 nm,
sGl at the measuring wavelength l, sI the cross section for the intermediate
state excitation at 530 nm, and sIl at the measuring wavelength l, then
F1ð2Þ or F1ð3Þ ¼ A1BsGC1; (12)
F3ð2Þ ¼ A1Bð1 sGC1ÞsGC11A2BsGC1sIC1; (13)
and
F2ð3Þ ¼ A1Bð1 sGC1ÞsGlC21A2BsGC1sIlC2: (14)
C1 and C2 are the photon numbers cm
2 of the Nd-YAG laser and the
second laser, A1 and A2, are to point out that the electric answers differ for
the ground and intermediate states. We assume the charge due to the
intermediate negligible (according to Fig. 10,\10%, thus A2 0). With this
assumption
F3ð3Þ ¼ A1Bð1 sGC1ÞsGC1
 A1Bð1 sGC1ÞsGlC21A1BsGC1sIlC2 ¼
¼ F3ð2Þ  F2ð3Þ1F1ð3ÞsIlC2: (15)
From Eqs. 12–15, a quantity proportional to sIl, containing only
measured quantities (areas of the electric signals andC2 ), can be calculated:
RðIÞ ¼ ðF3ð3Þ=F1ð3Þ  F3ð2Þ=F1ð3Þ1F2ð3Þ=F1ð3ÞÞ=C2:
(16)
(For the sake of simplicity, we omitted, in addition to quantities multiplied
by A2, also the regeneration of the excited bR-state molecules in the
description being in the % range. The correct calculation does not change
more than 5%, the measured data applied in Eq. 14 take them into account.
These simpliﬁcations do not allow consideration of the R(I) values as
accurate cross sections for N excitation, however.)
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